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Solar Powered 
Wireless Audio
Phoenix Solar Powered Earbuds

Copenhagen True Wireless Earbuds

Phoenix harnesses the power of light to deliver an endless playtime experience.

Copenhagen is an everyday essential, Urbanista’s latest and most stylish true wireless earbuds.

https://www.dstewartcanada.com/shoppinglist/q2-2023/5572-apple-accessories-guide-2023/urbanista.html


Accessories for 
aspiring content 
creators

In 2022, Apple had 
900 million paid 
subscriptions across 
Apple services  
Source: Apple Magazine

https://www.dstewartcanada.com/shoppinglist/q2-2023/5572-apple-accessories-guide-2023/emerge.html


Neo Pro
A perfect iPad stylus, the Adonit Neo Pro comes with tilt sensitivity  
and a natural pen feel. No more cables needed with wireless 
charging when clipped on to an iPad. 

Natural pen-like experience in a stylus

In December 2022,  
Apple launched Freeform:  
a powerful new app designed 
for creative brainstorming & 
collaboration  
Source: Apple

https://www.dstewartcanada.com/shoppinglist/q2-2023/5572-apple-accessories-guide-2023/adonit.html


Crystal clear 
protection

Upgrade to ultra-tough 9H anti-shatter, anti-scratch Tempered 
Glass with LAUT’s CRYSTAL series. Ultimate protection while 
preserving the original aesthetics of the iPhone.

https://www.dstewartcanada.com/shoppinglist/q2-2023/5572-apple-accessories-guide-2023/laut.html


Give students serious, real-world drop protection with the 
Urban Armor Gear Scout Series iPad Case. The Scout Series 
offers premium drop protection in a slim and lightweight 
package, essential for students that study on the go.

• Advanced featherlight composite construction and 
impact resistant soft core.

• Smart auto/wake sleep folio cover stand to transform 
tablets into laptops.

• Raised protective screen.
• Dedicated Apple Pencil storage.
• Precise cutouts for easy access to all features like 

ports, buttons, and speakers.

Inspired by the modern wanderer

Scout  
Series

https://www.dstewartcanada.com/shoppinglist/q2-2023/5572-apple-accessories-guide-2023/uag.html
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